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READING EXERCISE 
The Adventures of Lola Badiola 

CHAPTER 42 – PLUTO 

Lola arrived at the JBlock office after her morning meeting in the Retiro. Her mother had said very 
little about Ruiz de Velasco. She had moved the conversation quickly onto other subjects.  

As Lola walked up the steps to the second floor of the Adriática building she couldn’t help feeling 
that there were important questions left unanswered. Her mother rarely lied, but she was very skilled 
at avoiding the truth. 

Lola paused for a moment before entering the front door of the office. She took a deep breath and 
prepared herself for the reaction of her colleagues to the Cyberworld article. She knew that JJ 
Thomson and Diego de la Fuente were on her side. They had been incredibly supportive of her 
throughout the Interpol investigation. But she was worried about the reaction of everyone else. What 
would Cayetano Tolosa and the team of programmers think? Would they still respect and trust her? 

JBlock was a modern, liberal and diverse company. Nobody did a 9 to 5 job, nobody counted the 
hours, nobody was a workaholic. If the team got the job done, they were free to enjoy their leisure 
time and develop their social life. However, like any company, there was office politics. There were 
tribes who gossiped about each other. Lola was concerned about what they might be saying about 
the Cyberworld article.  

She opened the door, walked into the open plan office and immediately realized something wasn’t 
right. There was nobody working in the management, marketing or administration sections of the 
room. 

She looked around and saw everyone squeezed around a single computer. All fourteen members of 
the JBlock team were standing behind Diego de la Fuente. All of them were silently watching his 
huge hairy fingers punch frantically into a computer keyboard. He was clearly under pressure, dealing 
with a stressful situation.  

Lola observed the surreal scene without moving until, at last, the typing stopped.  

“Level 9.” said Diego quietly. 

There was a brief pause and then everyone erupted into conversation. JJ Thomson started shouting 
instructions, the team of programmers exchanged strong opinions, and the administrative staff 
picked up their telephones. Lola felt like she was standing on stage in the middle of a dramatic scene 
in which everyone knew their lines apart from her.  

She ran over to Cayetano Tolosa. “What’s going on?”  

“I’m not really sure,” said Cayetano. “Something to do with Pluto.”  
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This was a technical issue, and Cayetano was clearly the wrong person to ask. Lola grabbed the arm 
of one of the programmers as he was running back to his computer terminal. 

“Hey Jorgen, what’s up?” 

“Level 9, the dude got to level 9!” 

Diego de la Fuente was now on his feet directing his team of ethical hackers, he looked like a man on 
the verge of a nervous breakdown.  

“Jorgen, run a complete analysis of every instruction he completed. Rolando, I want you to track and 
trace every line of code he left on our system. Soo Hwan, run diagnostic checks on all of our software. 
I don’t want any more surprises.  

Everybody else listen up! 

There is a hacker out there who reached level 9 of our game. His name is Pluto. If he comes back 
tomorrow and reaches level 10, we’re all dead. Do you understand? This is an existential threat not 
only to our business, but to the security of global information.  

Speak to anyone you know in the cyber world. Ask for favours. Use the dark web. Get creative! Do 
whatever you need to do. 

Just find me this Pluto!”  

READING COMPREHENSION 

1. What does Lola’s mother tell her about Mario Ruiz de Velasco? 
2. How does Lola feel before she enters the office? 
3. Describe the working culture of JBlock. 
4. What is Diego del Fuente doing when Lola arrives? 
5. What level does the hacker reach? What would happen if he reached Level 10? 
6. Why can’t Cayetano Tolosa explain what is happening? 
7. What does Diego instruct the hackers to do? 
8. Why do you think the hacker is called Pluto? 
9. Do you think Pluto will be found? How? 

 

 

 

 

 


